
Christmas loneliness
by Roger Ladouceur MD FCFP

« At this juncture when the rich get ever filthy richer, the powerful ever more all-out powerful and the arrogant
ever more over the top arrogant,

I, for one, feel the need of a tale, of a carol,

I feel the need for my heart to be lulled. »

Sarto Wise-Man, my friend

Behind my country house, year after year, at the same time of the year, a duck family shows up gliding on the
lake. Usually, I catch sight of them at sunset, as I eat dinner on the veranda and watch them silently paddle
away from Hungry Bay to Unnamed Haven. The sight they offer is so enchanting, as they gently furrow the sleek
surface of the lake, with the mother duck ahead of her offspring following one after another in single line.

Why do they always travel that very same route, day after day, at the same hour of the day?  Really, I cannot
tell.  What I otherwise know all too well is that the ducklings go down in number with the days passing.  From the
eight to ten they are at the beginning, they end up remaining only about five or six as the summer draws to its
end.  Anyone can easily surmise that behind the idyllic scene of a gently water-parading duck family, quite
another kind of reality lurks and develops.  There as everywhere else in nature the natural-born champions will
gain and keep the first positions, while it is up to each one of the weaker rests to try their best to keep the beat
and follow.  That is the way things are and always shall be, as you will say: natural selection must do its job.
 Such is the law of life, will you conclude.

But more specifically, what happens to those birds that lose their way or lack the strength to follow the lead?
 What happens to those who see their siblings go along their way without waiting for them, as if nothing
mattered, without feeling any care about them?  The chances for such a left behind duckling to survive are for
sure quite small, not to say near zero.  One can imagine the grinding fright the fledgling must be experiencing.
 The poor wretch is about to turn into such an easy game for a whole gamut of predator fish and birds.  Pikes,
turtles, herons, loons and gulls must already be running to feed on the scared ducklings.  Sure death is around
the water corner.

But let us imagine that in spite of all like expectations, the forlorn duckling succeeds in paddling away from all
such dangers, in getting refuge on the dry shore and learning to feed by himself alone on insects, birds' eggs,
fish fry.  What would it be about to grow into?  By all logic, we can imagine such an individual to keep a very
bitter remembrance of its childhood, and develop a very withdrawn attitude in face of all future social interaction.
 Even though it might have developed survival aptitudes to the utmost degree, it would derive no joy from its life
but only concern and sorrow.

Sometimes I also feel several of us humans also are such forlorn ducklings as regards the life they lead inside
themselves.  So many times, as I look at all those people who spend their whole after work-hours drinking at bar
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counters or chatting in front of their computer screens or alone in a café with their cell phones, looking and
waiting for a sister soul to manifest at last, or maybe just even some purely virtual friend or co-player Godot
dressed in a mere emoticon, I see their common destiny with such baby ducks abandoned in the wild.  Don't all
those who go on hunting for their fleeting happiness in the world of drinks, drugs, games of chance and other
like delusions before asking for a professional consultation for depression, anxiety or insomnia, also experience
the very same pain at a further stage of the same abandonment by all nurturing congenials?

Yes, these persons are all little left behind ducklings looking for a new fitter, more survivable version of
themselves.  We too professional helpers and caretakers from across the consultation desk, in our healers' suits
and uniforms, under the laurel crown of our professional distinctions as therapists of so many specialties, we
can feel as isolated in our castles as those kings of Andersen's tales who could meet only courtesans and
servants, no single real beloved one, and had to keep dreaming talking to mechanical singing birds while
shedding so many secret tears … or identifying with Citizen Kane as amidst his boundless fortunes acquired
through fake news mongering he dreamt of the irretrievable rosebud of his childhood.  Aren't so many of us so
like Andersen's forlorn ugly little duckling?

Nonetheless, few months later…

On Christmas' Eve, the little ugly duckling, who no longer was so little and so ugly as he fancied itself, was
catching sound, from its personal nest - nest it had clumsily and painstakingly built from surrounding debris- of a
distant Christmas carol in the night.  As it heard the first bars of  " O silent Night " it all of a sudden felt so
downcast that he broke into a deluge of tears.  It viewed in its mind all its former near ones, brothers, sisters,
parents, close friends … all in a happy mood, all feasting and carousing, while it was alone in its secluded hovel
to brood.  Then all kinds of morbid thoughts passed in its brain like and endless cling-clanging train in the dark
plain, each one more depressing than the former.  How come had it ended up where it was?  To what point had
it experienced all it had been through?  The forlorn fledgling duck was caught by one nagging, imperative,
insuperable thought: diving into the lake as hard and deep as he could swim while wishing no longer to find his
breathing hole to come up again.  It even talked in advance to the master pike lurking behind the canal bottom
rocks it had so often adroitly dodged: "I am your Christmas feast meal, do the job nature gave you".  By diving
into the depth of the lake, the human duck really meant diving into hard liquor, hard stupor, and maybe hard
injectable drugs, and then rolling on with his trip in his car like a rocket to the stars on the skidding Trans-
Canada highway without caring for any road sign, police or obstacle, damn what may happen.

Right at that moment the fledgling duck, convinced that he was that his life wasn't worth to be lived any further,
caught sound of a voice echoing in his ear.  A very soft and faint voice reaching his brain as from a prompter's
hole to a perplexed actor : "Stop strutting back and forth, wait a minute, take your time, listen, watch, heed,
breathe out, learn on, one of these days you'll understand".

Well, as unlikely as it might sound to you, the summer after that, at dinner time by the sunset, I saw and
recognised the very same duck, except that it had turned into a beautiful mother duck, traveling day after day at
the very same time as her own mother had done from Hungry Bay to Unnamed Haven, with her own newborn
offspring following in single line, in the very same way as her own mother had done.  And, believe it or not, I saw
her throwing a side glimpse behind from time to time, surely to check what happened with her last lamer
duckling trying to keep the beat and follow.

To all those lonesome ugly little ducklings of this world.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Silent_Night_%28choral%29.ogg
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